We have studied the effects of optical-frequency light on proximitized InAs/Al
Semiconductor-superconductor hybrid devices have attracted increasing attention in stateof-the-art quantum information processing. The interactions of these devices with electromagnetic radiation in the optical domain opens up exciting opportunities for both emerging technologies and fundamental science. Several optoelectronic device architectures have been proposed including entangled-photon pair sources, 1, 2 Josephson lasers 3 and photonic Bellstate analyzers. 4 Experimentally, enhanced photon generation in light-emitting diodes based on conventional epitaxially-grown semiconductor p-n junctions contacted by superconducting leads have been demonstrated. 5 Semiconducting nanowires constitute an important building block for hybrid devices relying on superconducting electrodes and the proximity effect, which was employed for the demonstration of gate-tunable Josephson junctions, 6 quantum electron pumps 7 and microwave quantum circuits. 8 In particular, hybrid nanowire devices are extensively studied due to the promising prospects for topological quantum computing mediated by Majorana zero modes. 9 Proximitized nanowire junctions have been demonstrated in a variety of material systems, such as InAs 10 CdTe-HgTe core-shell nanowires in combination with Al contacts.
17 Surprisingly, the fundamental transport characteristics of proximitized nanowire junctions interacting with photons at optical wavelengths have remained unexplored despite the significant technological importance of the related phenomena, for instance in photon-qubit interfaces. The realization of large-scale quantum networks requires the combination of quantum hardware nodes and photonic platforms compatible with fiber-based telecommunication, 18 necessitating coherent interfaces between photons and qubits similar to those proposed for superconducting devices, 19 trapped ions 20 and solid-state spins.
21,22
Optical wavelength photons can have a significan effect on the superconductivity in hybrid In this work, we present a comprehensive study on the electrical transport properties of highly n-doped InAs nanowires proximitized by superconducting Al electrodes during exposure to light inside a dilution refrigerator. The nanowire Josephson junctions were exposed to laser illumination in the visible and infrared range, in particular at the three wavelengths 532 nm, 790 nm (around Rb transitions relevant for atomic quantum memories) and 1550 nm (C-band telecommunication window). Experiments were performed at increasing incident photon flux and the obtained results were modeled using a shunted junction model that accounts for scattering at the semiconductor-superconductor interfaces. Using an independently measured temperature-dependent dataset, the IV characteristics were fitted to distinguish between thermal and non-thermal effects. Our results demonstrate the Josephson junctions' robustness to optical photon exposure, which has important implications for the implementation and operation of hybrid nanowire devices in integrated quantum photonic circuits. (Fig. 1a) , which forms the Josephson junction.
The leads were used for both current biasing and voltage measurements in a four-point con-
figuration. The transport characteristics were first measured as a function of temperature without photon exposure by heating the sample stage in the dilution refrigerator. The experimentally obtained IV curves (Fig. 1b) show a gradual suppression of proximity-induced superconductivity in the InAs nanowire with increasing temperature. The slightly rounded transitions between the superconducting and the normal state without hysteresis is consistent with previous studies of InAs nanowire Josephson junctions with medium contact transparency; 29 a more detailed discussion on the junction transparency will be presented below.
The IV characteristics of the InAs nanowire Josephson junctions can be described using a shunted junction model. A normal (non-coherent) current I n , propagating via electronic excitations in the conductive nanowire, is added to a coherent Josephson supercurrent tunneling through the nanowire junction:
Carriers in the nanowire remain normal, thus contributing to the instantaneous potential difference V . Since V ∼ dφ/dt, the observed time-averaged potential difference as a function of current is obtained by integrating the inverted equation
Due to the presence of shunting normal component I n (V ), or V n (I), Josephson oscillations do not average to zero in DC measurements, resulting in a wide current plateau terminated at ±I c (see Figs. 1b and 1c) . From the geometry of the system, it is natural to model normal carrier transport by considering a system of two superconductor-normal interfaces separated by a metallic nanowire (due to the high doping levels). In this case, the normal current, I n , can be found by calculating transmission and reflection processes at each interface. 31 Due to significant scattering in the nanowire, carriers were allowed to re-thermalize (non-ballistic transport). The experimental data could be well described by fitting such a model ( Fig. 1c) except for the sub-gap region, where depairing contributions not included in the theoretical framework are observed. Furthermore, the fitting analysis indicated that one of the two interfaces was dominating, contributing most of the observed voltage drop. In an analogous manner, InAs nanowire Josephson junctions with significant disorder were previously described by a model relying on a lumped scatterer with a single effective transparency.
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Non-identical InAs/Al interfaces could also be explained by slight doping gradients along the nanowire axis or differences resulting from the nanofabrication process.
Four key parameters were extracted by fitting the IV curves as a function of temperature (Fig. 1c ) self-consistently: the critical current I c (T ), the normal state resistance R n (T ), the transmission coefficient D, and the effective superconducting gap of the Al leads at the interface with the nanowire. Since our junctions are short and we do not expect the gap to vary through its length, this is also the "minigap" or proximity-induced gap inside the semiconductor, 2∆ m (T ). To reduce the number of adjustable parameters per fit, we first extract the excess current I ex (T ) and the normal state resistance R n (T ) from the IV curves above the sub-gap region (V > 2∆, in this case V > 125 µV ). The product of I ex and R n follows the expected BCS dependence as shown in Fig. 1d . Having obtained R n (T ) and assuming a temperature-independent transmission coefficient D (resulting from the interface barrier height), the parameters I c (T ), ∆ m0 = ∆ m (T = 0), and D are left to be determined.
The critical current I c (T ) is the only temperature dependent parameter left and was adjusted when fitting each of the IV curves obtained for different temperatures, while the transmission coefficient and ∆ m0 were fixed for all temperatures, but adjusted over multiple fitting iterations. For the presented device, we obtained a transmission coefficient of 0.68 and ∆ 0 = 60 µeV . Note that the gap energy is substantially smaller compared to the Al leads (208 µeV), which were measured independently. This behaviour can be attributed to the inverse proximity effect and significant spin-orbit interaction in the nanowire material suppressing superconductivity, consistent with previous observations in similar devices.
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The medium interface transparency of 0.68 can be attributed to the physical plasma etching employed in situ before Al deposition, potentially inducing disorder and scattering at the interfaces. 34 Our nanofabrication procedure did not include a commonly used sulfur-based surface treatment; 35 the physical etching approach was adopted due to its reliability, uniformity and reproducibility (five out of five nanowire junctions tested at cryogenic temperatures showed proximity-induced superconductivity. See Supporting Information). The critical cur-rents I c and the product critical current times normal-state resistance I c R n extracted from the fits are shown in Fig. 1e The impact of photon exposure on the Josephson junction properties was studied under illumination for three different wavelengths using an optical setup inside the dilution refrigerator (Fig. 2a) . Optical fibers delivered the photons from three independent laser sources to the sample stage, where they were out-coupled to free space, collimated and directed onto the same position on the nanowire sample (only one laser was used at a time). The measured beam profile gave a Gaussian beam radius of 1.6 mm, considerably larger than the devices under test. The transport properties of the nanowire Josephson junctions under constant current bias were characterized while the junctions were exposed to photons with wavelengths of 532 nm, 790 nm and 1550 nm at increasing impinging laser power. Representative IV curves are shown in Fig. 2b in comparison to the sample stage heating experiment.
The annotated effective temperatures were extracted using a fitting procedure detailed below. The qualitative behaviour for the sub-gap region of the IV curve at V < 2∆ was qualitatively similar for all four cases: proximity-induced superconductivity was gradually suppressed with increasing impinging laser power (temperature) and the IV curves began to adopt more linear Ohmic characteristics similar to the effect of heating. This is more clearly illustrated by color maps of the derivative dV /dI (Fig. 2c ). showing that laser illumination of the sample is equivalent to heating as far as the Josephson physics is concerned, and no new observable features are introduced. Therefore, we can assign an effective temperature T ef f to each IV curve under illumination. T ef f obtained from this procedure was then used in the model above to extract the critical current I c (Fig. 3d-f ) and the superconducting gap at the interface between the superconductor and the semiconductor (Fig. 3g-i) , as well as to establish a reliable relation between local sample temperature and the laser power for each wavelength. All three investigated wavelengths produced nearly identical heat dissipation pathways with T eff ∼ N 1/3 , where N is the number of impinging photons (Fig. 4a) .
In contrast to the sub-gap region, the region of the IV curves above the gap, V > 2∆, does change under illumination. The power dependence there is non-monotonic and does not map to any effective temperature dependence (see Fig. 4b ). Non-thermal effects in the normal state resistance under laser illumination can be attributed to the electron density affected by the number of absorbed photons, and to interface defects in the system being The product of excess current times normal-state resistance I ex R n as a function of effective temperature T ef f for laser illumination at three different wavelengths and increasing sample stage temperatures (filled blue circles). BCS dependence (dashed line) describes the temperature data. Non-monotonous deviations from BCS dependence were observed under photon exposure in contrast to the case of sample stage heating.
In conclusion, highly doped nanowire junctions are robust under illumination by optical photons; the effect of the incident photons on the Josephson physics can be effectively modeled using temperature as the sole parameter. On the other hand, the normal conducting part of the IV curves cannot be modeled using temperature alone. It is surprising that while both the excess current (backed by Andreev reflection processes and superconductivity in the Al leads) and the combination I ex R n exhibit similar non-monotonic changes 
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Supporting Figures
Five Josephson devices were fabricated and three were investigated under laser illumination.
Device A refers to the device presented in the main text. All junctions showed similar behavior. Figures 1 and 2 below summarize results from two other nanowires. For each Josephson device, we also measured the IV through one of the Al electrodes as functions of substrate temperature and laser illumination power. The Al was found to be a standard superconductor obeying a BCS dependence both as a function of temperature and incident laser power. An exemplary series of IV curves of the Al leads is shown here for the device reported in the main paper (Fig. 3) . 
